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Introduction
As the information technology spreads fast, most of the data were born digital as
well as exchanged on internet today. According to the estimation of Lyman and
Varian [1], the new data stored in digital media devices have already been more
than 92 % in 2002, while the size of these new data was also more than ﬁve
exabytes. In fact, the problems of analyzing the large scale data were not suddenly
occurred but have been there for several years because the creation of data is
usually much easier than ﬁnding useful things from the data. Even though computer
systems today are much faster than those in the 1930s, the large scale data is a strain
to analyze by the computers we have today.
In response to the problems of analyzing large-scale data, quite a few efﬁcient
methods [2], such as sampling, data condensation, density-based approaches,
grid-based approaches, divide and conquer, incremental learning, and distributed
computing, have been presented. Of course, these methods are constantly used to
improve the performance of the operators of data analytics process.1 The results of
these methods illustrate that with the efﬁcient methods at hand, we may be able to
analyze the large-scale data in a reasonable time. The dimensional reduction
method (e.g., principal components analysis; PCA [3]) is a typical example that is
aimed at reducing the input data volume to accelerate the process of data analytics.
Another reduction method that reduces the data computations of data clustering is
sampling [4], which can also be used to speed up the computation time of data
analytics.
Although the advances of computer systems and internet technologies have
witnessed the development of computing hardware following the Moore’s law for
several decades, the problems of handling the large-scale data still exist when we
are entering the age of big data. That is why Fisher et al. [5] pointed out that big
data means that the data is unable to be handled and processed by most current
information systems or methods because data in the big data era will not only
become too big to be loaded into a single machine, it also implies that most
traditional data mining methods or data analytics developed for a centralized data
analysis process may not be able to be applied directly to big data. In addition to the
issues of data size, Laney [6] presented a well-known deﬁnition (also called 3Vs) to
explain what is the “big” data: volume, velocity, and variety. The deﬁnition of 3Vs
implies that the data size is large, the data will be created rapidly, and the data will
be existed in multiple types and captured from different sources, respectively. Later
studies [7, 8] pointed out that the deﬁnition of 3Vs is insufﬁcient to explain the big
data we face now. Thus, veracity, validity, value, variability, venue, vocabulary,
and vagueness were added to make some complement explanation of big data [8].

1

In this chapter, by the data analytics, we mean the whole KDD process, while by the data
analysis, we mean the part of data analytics that is aimed at ﬁnding the hidden information in the
data, such as data mining.
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Fig. 2.1 Expected trend of
the marketing of big data
between 2012 and 2018. Note
that yellow, red, and blue of
different colored box
represent the order of
appearance of reference in
this paper for particular year

The report of IDC [9] indicates that the marketing of big data is about $16.1
billion in 2014. Another report of IDC [10] forecasts that it will grow up to $32.4
billion by 2017. The reports of [11] and [12] further pointed out that the marketing
of big data will be $46.34 billion and $114 billion by 2018, respectively. As shown
in Fig. 2.1, even though the marketing values of big data in these researches and
technology reports [9–15] are different, these forecasts usually indicate that the
scope of big data will be grown rapidly in the forthcoming future.
In addition to marketing, from the results of disease control and prevention [16],
business intelligence [17], and smart city [18], we can easily understand that big
data is of vital importance everywhere. A numerous researches are therefore
focusing on developing effective technologies to analyze the big data. To discuss in
deep the big data analytics, this paper gives not only a systematic description of
traditional large-scale data analytics but also a detailed discussion about the differences between data and big data analytics framework for the data scientists or
researchers to focus on the big data analytics.
Moreover, although several data analytics and frameworks have been presented
in recent years, with their pros and cons being discussed in different studies, a
complete discussion from the perspective of data mining and knowledge discovery
in databases still is needed. As a result, this paper is aimed at providing a brief
review for the researchers on the data mining and distributed computing domains to
have a basic idea to use or develop data analytics for big data.
Figure 2.2 shows the roadmap of this paper, and the remainder of the paper is
organized as follows. “Data analytics” begins with a brief introduction to the data
analytics, and then “Big data analytics” will turn to the discussion of big data
analytics as well as stateof-the-art data analytics algorithms and frameworks. The
open issues are discussed in “The open issues” while the conclusions and future
trends are drawn in “Conclusions”.
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Fig. 2.2 Roadmap of this paper

Data Analytics
To make the whole process of knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) more
clear, Fayyad and his colleagues summarized the KDD process by a few operations
in [19], which are selection, preprocessing, transformation, data mining, and
interpretation/evaluation. As shown in Fig. 2.3, with these operators at hand we will
be able to build a complete data analytics system to gather data ﬁrst and then ﬁnd
information from the data and display the knowledge to the user. According to our
observation, the number of research articles and technical reports that focus on data
mining is typically more than the number focusing on other operators, but it does
not mean that the other operators of KDD are unimportant. The other operators also
play the vital roles in KDD process because they will strongly impact the ﬁnal result
of KDD. To make the discussions on the main operators of KDD process more
concise, the following sections will focus on those depicted in Fig. 2.3, which were
simpliﬁed to three parts (input, data analytics, and output) and seven operators
(gathering, selection, preprocessing, transformation, data mining, evaluation, and
interpretation).

Fig. 2.3 The process of
knowledge discovery in
databases

Data Input
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Data Input
As shown in Fig. 2.3, the gathering, selection, preprocessing, and transformation
operators are in the input part. The selection operator usually plays the role of
knowing which kind of data was required for data analysis and select the relevant
information from the gathered data or databases; thus, these gathered data from
different data resources will need to be integrated to the target data. The preprocessing operator plays a different role in dealing with the input data which is aimed
at detecting, cleaning, and ﬁltering the unnecessary, inconsistent, and incomplete
data to make them the useful data. After the selection and preprocessing operators,
the characteristics of the secondary data still may be in a number of different data
formats; therefore, the KDD process needs to transform them into a
data-mining-capable format which is performed by the transformation operator. The
methods for reducing the complexity and downsizing the data scale to make the
data useful for data analysis part are usually employed in the transformation, such
as dimensional reduction, sampling, coding, or transformation.
The data extraction, data cleaning, data integration, data transformation, and data
reduction operators can be regarded as the preprocessing processes of data analysis
[20] which attempts to extract useful data from the raw data (also called the primary
data) and reﬁne them so that they can be used by the following data analyses. If the
data are a duplicate copy, incomplete, inconsistent, noisy, or outliers, then these
operators have to clean them up. If the data are too complex or too large to be
handled, these operators will also try to reduce them. If the raw data have errors or
omissions, the roles of these operators are to identify them and make them consistent. It can be expected that these operators may affect the analytics result of
KDD, be it positive or negative. In summary, the systematic solutions are usually to
reduce the complexity of data to accelerate the computation time of KDD and to
improve the accuracy of the analytics result.

Data Analysis
Since the data analysis (as shown in Fig. 2.3) in KDD is responsible for ﬁnding the
hidden patterns/rules/information from the data, most researchers in this ﬁeld use
the term data mining to describe how they reﬁne the “ground” (i.e., raw data) into
“gold nugget” (i.e., information or knowledge). The data mining methods [20] are
not limited to data problem speciﬁc methods. In fact, other technologies (e.g.,
statistical or machine learning technologies) have also been used to analyze the data
for many years. In the early stages of data analysis, the statistical methods were
used for analyzing the data to help us understand the situation we are facing, such as
public opinion poll or TV programme rating. Like the statistical analysis, the
problem speciﬁc methods for data mining also attempted to understand the meaning
from the collected data.
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Fig. 2.4 Data mining
algorithm

After the data mining problem was presented, some of the domain speciﬁc
algorithms are also developed. An example is the apriori algorithm [21] which is
one of the useful algorithms designed for the association rules problem. Although
most deﬁnitions of data mining problems are simple, the computation costs are
quite high. To speed up the response time of a data mining operator, machine
learning [22], metaheuristic algorithms [23], and distributed computing [24] were
used alone or combined with the traditional data mining algorithms to provide more
efﬁcient ways for solving the data mining problem. One of the well-known combinations can be found in [25], Krishna and Murty attempted to combine genetic
algorithm and k-means to get better clustering result than k-means alone does. As
Fig. 2.4 shows, most data mining algorithms contain the initialization, data input
and output, data scan, rules construction, and rules update operators [26]. In
Fig. 2.4, D represents the raw data, d the data from the scan operator, r the rules, o
the predeﬁned measurement, and v the candidate rules. The scan, construct, and
update operators will be performed repeatedly until the termination criterion is met.
The timing to employ the scan operator depends on the design of the data mining
algorithm; thus, it can be considered as an optional operator. Most of the data
algorithms can be described by Fig. 2.4 in which it also shows that the representative algorithms—clustering, classiﬁcation, association rules, and sequential patterns—will apply these operators to ﬁnd the hidden information from the raw data.
Thus, modifying these operators will be one of the possible ways for enhancing the
performance of the data analysis.
Clustering is one of the well-known data mining problems because it can be used
to understand the “new” input data. The basic idea of this problem [27] is to
separate a set of unlabeled input data2 to k different groups, e.g., such as k-means
[28]. Classiﬁcation [20] is the opposite of clustering because it relies on a set of
labeled input data to construct a set of classiﬁers (i.e., groups) which will then be
used to classify the unlabeled input data to the groups to which they belong. To
solve the classiﬁcation problem, the decision tree-based algorithm [29], naïve
Bayesian classiﬁcation [30], and support vector machine (SVM) [31] are widely
used in recent years.

2

In this chapter, by an unlabeled input data, we mean that it is unknown to which group the input
data belongs. If all the input data are unlabeled, it means that the distribution of the input data is
unknown.

Data Analysis
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Unlike clustering and classiﬁcation that attempt to classify the input data to k
groups, association rules and sequential patterns are focused on ﬁnding out the
“relationships” between the input data. The basic idea of association rules [21] is
ﬁnd all the co-occurrence relationships between the input data. For the association
rules problem, the apriori algorithm [21] is one of the most popular methods.
Nevertheless, because it is computationally very expensive, later studies [32] have
attempted to use different approaches to reducing the cost of the apriori algorithm,
such as applying the genetic algorithm to this problem [33]. In addition to considering the relationships between the input data, if we also consider the sequence
or time series of the input data, then it will be referred to as the sequential pattern
mining problem [34]. Several apriori-like algorithms were presented for solving it,
such as generalized sequential pattern [34] and sequential pattern discovery using
equivalence classes [35].

Output the Result
Evaluation and interpretation are two vital operators of the output. Evaluation
typically plays the role of measuring the results. It can also be one of the operators
for the data mining algorithm, such as the sum of squared errors which was used by
the selection operator of the genetic algorithm for the clustering problem [25].
To solve the data mining problems that attempt to classify the input data, two of
the major goals are: (1) cohesion—the distance between each data and the centroid
(mean) of its cluster should be as small as possible, and (2) coupling—the distance
between data which belong to different clusters should be as large as possible. In
most studies of data clustering or classiﬁcation problems, the sum of squared errors
(SSE), which was used to measure the cohesion of the data mining results, can be
deﬁned as
SSE ¼

ni
k X
X

Dðxij  ci Þ;

ð2:1Þ

i¼1 j¼1

ci ¼

ni
1X
xij ;
ni j¼1

ð2:2Þ

where k is the number of clusters which is typically given by the user; ni the number
of data in the ith cluster; xij the jth datum in the ith cluster; ci is the mean of the ith
P
cluster; and n ¼ ki¼1 ni is the number of data. The most commonly used distance
measure for the data mining problem is the Euclidean distance, which is deﬁned as
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Dðpi ; pj Þ ¼

d 
X

pil ; pjl 2

!1=2
;

ð2:3Þ

l¼1

where pi and pj are the positions of two different data. For solving different data
mining problems, the distance measurement D(pi, pj) can be the Manhattan distance, the Minkowski distance, or even the cosine similarity [36] between two
different documents.
Accuracy (ACC) is another well-known measurement [37] which is deﬁned as
ACC ¼

Number of cases correctly classified
:
Total number of test cases

ð2:4Þ

To evaluate the classiﬁcation results, precision (p), recall (r), and F-measure can
be used to measure how many data that do not belong to group A are incorrectly
classiﬁed into group A; and how many data that belong to group A are not classiﬁed
into group A. A simple confusion matrix of a classiﬁer [37] as given in Table 2.1
can be used to cover all the situations of the classiﬁcation results. In Table 2.1, TP
and TN indicate the numbers of positive examples and negative examples that are
correctly classiﬁed, respectively; FN and FP indicate the numbers of positive
examples and negative examples that are incorrectly classiﬁed, respectively. With
the confusion matrix at hand, it is much easier to describe the meaning of precision
(p), which is deﬁned as
p¼

TP
;
TP þ FP

ð2:5Þ

and the meaning of recall (r), which is deﬁned as
r¼

TP
:
TP þ FN

ð2:6Þ

The F-measure can then be computed as
F¼

2pr
:
pþr

ð2:7Þ

In addition to the above-mentioned measurements for evaluating the data mining
results, the computation cost and response time are another two well-known
measurements. When two different mining algorithms can ﬁnd the same or similar

Table 2.1 Confusion matrix
of a classiﬁer [37]

Actual positive
Actual negative

Classiﬁed positive

Classiﬁed negative

TP
FP

FN
TN

Output the Result
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results, of course, how fast they can get the ﬁnal mining results will become the
most important research topic.
After something (e.g., classiﬁcation rules) is found by data mining methods, the
two essential research topics are: (1) the work to navigate and explore the meaning
of the results from the data analysis to further support the user to do the applicable
decision can be regarded as the interpretation operator [38], which in most cases,
gives useful interface to display the information [39] and (2) a meaningful summarization of the mining results [40] can be made to make it easier for the user to
understand the information from the data analysis. The data summarization is
generally expected to be one of the simple ways to provide a concise piece of
information to the user because human has trouble of understanding vast amounts
of complicated information. A simple data summarization can be found in the
clustering search engine, when a query “oasis” is sent to Carrot2 (http://search.
carrot2.org/stable/search), it will return some keywords to represent each group of
the clustering results for web links to help us recognize which category needed by
the user, as shown in the left side of Fig. 2.5.
A useful graphical user interface is another way to provide the meaningful
information to an user. As explained by Shneiderman in [39], we need “overview
ﬁrst, zoom and ﬁlter, then retrieve the details on demand”. The useful graphical user
interface [38, 41] also makes it easier for the user to comprehend the meaning of the
results when the number of dimensions is higher than three. How to display the
results of data mining will affect the user’s perspective to make the decision. For
instance, data mining can help us ﬁnd “type A influenza” at a particular region, but
without the time series and flu virus infected information of patients, the government could not recognize what situation (pandemic or controlled) we are facing
now so as to make appropriate responses to that. For this reason, a better solution to

Fig. 2.5 Screenshot of the result of clustering search engine
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merge the information from different sources and mining algorithm results will be
useful to let the user make the right decision.

Summary
Since the problems of handling and analyzing large-scale and complex input data
always exist in data analytics, several efﬁcient analysis methods were presented to
accelerate the computation time or to reduce the memory cost for the KDD process,
as shown in Table 2.2. The study of [42] shows that the basic mathematical concepts (i.e., triangle inequality) can be used to reduce the computation cost of a
clustering algorithm. Another study [43] shows that the new technologies (i.e.,
distributed computing by GPU) can also be used to reduce the computation time of
data analysis method. In addition to the well-known improved methods for these
analysis methods (e.g., triangle inequality or distributed computing), a large proportion of studies designed their efﬁcient methods based on the characteristics of
mining algorithms or problem itself, which can be found in [32, 44, 45], and so
forth. This kind of improved methods typically was designed for solving the
drawback of the mining algorithms or using different ways to solve the mining
problem. These situations can be found in most association rules and sequential

Table 2.2 Efﬁcient data
analytics methods for data
mining

Problem

Method

References

Clustering

BIRCH
DBSCAN
Incremental DBSCAN
RKM
TKM
SLIQ
TLAESA
FastNN
SFFS
CPU-based SVM
CLOSET
FP-tree
CHARM
MAFIA
FAST
SPADE
CloSpan
PreﬁxSpan
SPAM
ISE

[44]
[45]
[46]
[47]
[42]
[50]
[51]
[52]
[53]
[43]
[54]
[32]
[55]
[56]
[57]
[35]
[58]
[59]
[60]
[61]

Classiﬁcation

Association rules

Sequential patterns

Summary
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patterns problems because the original assumption of these problems is for the
analysis of large-scale dataset. Since the earlier frequent pattern algorithm (e.g.,
apriori algorithm) needs to scan the whole dataset many times which is computationally very expensive. How to reduce the number of times the whole dataset is
scanned so as to save the computation cost is one of the most important things in all
the frequent pattern studies. The similar situation also exists in data clustering and
classiﬁcation studies because the design concept of earlier algorithms, such as
mining the patterns on-the-fly [46], mining partial patterns at different stages [47],
and reducing the number of times the whole dataset is scanned [32], are therefore
presented to enhance the performance of these mining algorithms. Since some of
the data mining problems are NP-hard [48] or the solution space is very large,
several recent studies [23, 49] have attempted to use metaheuristic algorithm as the
mining algorithm to get the approximate solution within a reasonable time.
Abundant research results of data analysis [20, 27, 62] show possible solutions
for dealing with the dilemmas of data mining algorithms. It means that the open
issues of data analysis from the literature [2, 63] usually can help us easily ﬁnd the
possible solutions. For instance, the clustering result is extremely sensitive to the
initial means, which can be mitigated by using multiple sets of initial means [64].
According to our observation, most data analysis methods have limitations for big
data, that can be described as follows:
• Unscalability and centralization Most data analysis methods are not for
large-scale and complex dataset. The traditional data analysis methods cannot be
scaled up because their design does not take into account large or complex
datasets. The design of traditional data analysis methods typically assumed they
will be performed in a single machine, with all the data in memory for the data
analysis process. For this reason, the performance of traditional data analytics
will be limited in solving the volume problem of big data.
• Non-dynamic Most traditional data analysis methods cannot be dynamically
adjusted for different situations, meaning that they do not analyze the input data
on-the-fly. For example, the classiﬁers are usually ﬁxed which cannot be
automatically changed. The incremental learning [65] is a promising research
trend because it can dynamically adjust the the classiﬁers on the training process
with limited resources. As a result, the performance of traditional data analytics
may not be useful to the problem of velocity problem of big data.
• Uniform data structure Most of the data mining problems assume that the
format of the input data will be the same. Therefore, the traditional data mining
algorithms may not be able to deal with the problem that the formats of different
input data may be different and some of the data may be incomplete. How to
make the input data from different sources the same format will be a possible
solution to the variety problem of big data.
Because the traditional data analysis methods are not designed for large-scale
and complex data, they are almost impossible to be capable of analyzing the big
data. Redesigning and changing the way the data analysis methods are designed are
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two critical trends for big data analysis. Several important concepts in the design of
the big data analysis method will be given in the following sections.

Big Data Analytics
Nowadays, the data that need to be analyzed are not just large, but they are composed of various data types, and even including streaming data [66]. Since big data
has the unique features of “massive, high dimensional, heterogeneous, complex,
unstructured, incomplete, noisy, and erroneous,” which may change the statistical
and data analysis approaches [67]. Although it seems that big data makes it possible
for us to collect more data to ﬁnd more useful information, the truth is that more
data do not necessarily mean more useful information. It may contain more
ambiguous or abnormal data. For instance, a user may have multiple accounts, or an
account may be used by multiple users, which may degrade the accuracy of the
mining results [68]. Therefore, several new issues for data analytics come up, such
as privacy, security, storage, fault tolerance, and quality of data [69].
The big data may be created by handheld device, social network, internet of
things, multimedia, and many other new applications that all have the characteristics of volume, velocity, and variety. As a result, the whole data analytics has to
be re-examined from the following perspectives:
• From the volume perspective, the deluge of input data is the very ﬁrst thing that
we need to face because it may paralyze the data analytics. Different from
traditional data analytics, for the wireless sensor network data analysis, Baraniuk
[70] pointed out that the bottleneck of big data analytics will be shifted from
sensor to processing, communications, storage of sensing data, as shown in
Fig. 2.6. This is because sensors can gather much more data, but when
uploading such large data to upper layer system, it may create bottlenecks
everywhere.
• In addition, from the velocity perspective, real-time or streaming data bring up
the problem of large quantity of data coming into the data analytics within a
short duration but the device and system may not be able to handle these input
data. This situation is similar to that of the network flow analysis for which we
typically cannot mirror and analyze everything we can gather.
• From the variety perspective, because the incoming data may use different types
or have incomplete data, how to handle them also bring up another issue for the
input operators of data analytics.
In this section, we will turn the discussion to the big data analytics process.

Big Data Input
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Fig. 2.6 The comparison
between traditional data
analysis and big data analysis
on wireless sensor network

Big Data Input
The problem of handling a vast quantity of data that the system is unable to process
is not a brand-new research issue; in fact, it appeared in several early approaches [2,
21, 71], e.g., marketing analysis, network flow monitor, gene expression analysis,
weather forecast, and even astronomy analysis. This problem still exists in big data
analytics today; thus, preprocessing is an important task to make the computer,
platform, and analysis algorithm be able to handle the input data. The traditional
data preprocessing methods [72] (e.g., compression, sampling, feature selection,
and so on) are expected to be able to operate effectively in the big data age.
However, a portion of the studies still focus on how to reduce the complexity of the
input data because even the most advanced computer technology cannot efﬁciently
process the whole input data by using a single machine in most cases. By using
domain knowledge to design the preprocessing operator is a possible solution for
the big data. In [73], Ham and Lee used the domain knowledge, B-tree,
divide-and-conquer to ﬁlter the unrelated log information for the mobile web log
analysis. A later study [74] considered that the computation cost of preprocessing
will be quite high for massive logs, sensor, or marketing data analysis. Thus,
Dawelbeit and McCrindle employed the bin packing partitioning method to divide
the input data between the computing processors to handle this high computations
of preprocessing on cloud system. The cloud system is employed to preprocess the
raw data and then output the reﬁned data (e.g., data with uniform format) to make it
easier for the data analysis method or system to preform the further analysis work.
Sampling and compression are two representative data reduction methods for big
data analytics because reducing the size of data makes the data analytics computationally less expensive, thus faster, especially for the data coming to the system
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rapidly. In addition to making the sampling data represent the original data effectively [75], how many instances need to be selected for data mining method is
another research issue [76] because it will affect the performance of the sampling
method in most cases.
To avoid the application-level slow-down caused by the compression process, in
[77], Jun et al. attempted to use the FPGA to accelerate the compression process.
The I/O performance optimization is another issue for the compression method. For
this reason, Zou et al. [78] employed the tentative selection and predictive dynamic
selection and switched the appropriate compression method from two different
strategies to improve the performance of the compression process. To make it
possible for the compression method to efﬁciently compress the data, a promising
solution is to apply the clustering method to the input data to divide them into
several different groups and then compress these input data according to the clustering information. The compression method described in [79] is one of this kind of
solutions, it ﬁrst clusters the input data and then compresses these input data via the
clustering results while the study [80] also used clustering method to improve the
performance of the compression process.
In summary, in addition to handling the large and fast data input, the research
issues of heterogeneous data sources, incomplete data, and noisy data may also
affect the performance of the data analysis. The input operators will have a stronger
impact on the data analytics at the big data age than it has in the past. As a result,
the design of big data analytics needs to consider how to make these tasks (e.g.,
data clean, data sampling, data compression) work well.

Big Data Analysis Frameworks and Platforms
Various solutions have been presented for the big data analytics which can be
divided [81] into (1) Processing/Compute: Hadoop [82], Nvidia CUDA [83], or
Twitter Storm [84], (2) Storage: Titan or HDFS, and (3) Analytics: MLPACK [85]
or Mahout [86]. Although there exist commercial products for data analysis [82–
85], most of the studies on the traditional data analysis are focused on the design
and development of efﬁcient and/or effective “ways” to ﬁnd the useful things from
the data. But when we enter the age of big data, most of the current computer
systems will not be able to handle the whole dataset all at once; thus, how to design
a good data analytics framework or platform3 and how to design analysis methods
are both important things for the data analysis process. In this section, we will start
with a brief introduction to data analysis frameworks and platforms, followed by a
comparison of them.

3

In this paper, the analysis framework refers to the whole system, from raw data gathering, data
reformat, data analysis, all the way to knowledge representation.

Researches in Frameworks and Platforms
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Researches in Frameworks and Platforms
To date, we can easily ﬁnd tools and platforms presented by well-known organizations. The cloud computing technologies are widely used on these platforms and
frameworks to satisfy the large demands of computing power and storage. As
shown in Fig. 2.7, most of the works on KDD for big data can be moved to cloud
system to speed up the response time or to increase the memory space. With the
advance of these works, handling and analyzing big data within a reasonable time
has become not so far away. Since the foundation functions to handle and manage
the big data were developed gradually; thus, the data scientists nowadays do not
have to take care of everything, from the raw data gathering to data analysis, by
themselves if they use the existing platforms or technologies to handle and manage
the data. The data scientists nowadays can pay more attention to ﬁnding out the
useful information from the data even thought this task is typically like looking for
a needle in a haystack. That is why several recent studies tried to present efﬁcient
and effective framework to analyze the big data, especially on ﬁnd out the useful
things.
Performance-oriented From the perspective of platform performance, Huai [87]
pointed out that most of the traditional parallel processing models improve the
performance of the system by using a new larger computer system to replace the old
computer system, which is usually referred to as “scale up”, as shown in Fig. 2.8a.
But for the big data analytics, most researches improve the performance of the
system by adding more milar computer systems to make it possible for a system to
handle all the tasks that cannot be loaded or computed in a single computer system
(called “scale out”), as shown in Fig. 2.8b where M1, M2, and M3 represent
computer systems that have different computing power, respectively. For the scale
up based solution, the computing power of the three systems is in the order of
Fig. 2.7 The basic idea of
big data analytics on cloud
system
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Fig. 2.8 The comparisons
between scale up and scale
out

M3 > M2 > M1; but for the scale out based system, all we have to do is to keep
adding more similar computer systems to to a system to increase its ability. To build
a scalable and fault-tolerant manager for big data analysis, Huai et al. [87] presented
a matrix model which consists of three matrices for data set (D), concurrent data
processing operations (O), and data transformations (T), called DOT. The big data
is divided into n subsets each of which is processed by a computer node (worker) in
such a way that all the subsets are processed concurrently, and then the results from
these n computer nodes are collected and transformed to a computer node. By using
this framework, the whole data analysis framework is composed of several DOT
blocks. The system performance can be easily enhanced by adding more DOT
blocks to the system.
Another efﬁcient big data analytics was presented in [88], called generalized
linear aggregates distributed engine (GLADE). The GLADE is a multi-level
tree-based data analytics system which consists of two types of computer nodes that
are a coordinator workers. The simulation results [89] show that the GLADE can
provide a better performance than Hadoop in terms of the execution time. Because
Hadoop requires large memory and storage for data replication and it is a single
master,4 Essa et al. [90] presented a mobile agent based framework to solve these
two problems, called the map reduce agent mobility (MRAM). The main reason is
that each mobile agent can send its code and data to any other machine; therefore,
the whole system will not be down if the master failed. Compared to Hadoop, the

4

The whole system may be down when the master machine crashed for a system that has only one
master.
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architecture of MRAM was changed from client/server to a distributed agent. The
load time for MRAM is less than Hadoop even though both of them use the
map-reduce solution and Java language. In [91], Herodotou et al. considered issues
of the user needs and system workloads. They presented a selftuning analytics
system built on Hadoop for big data analysis. Since one of the major goals of their
system is to adjust the system based on the user needs and system workloads to
provide good performance automatically, the user usually does not need to
understand and manipulate the Hadoop system. The study [92] was from the perspectives of data centric architecture and operational models to presented a big data
architecture framework (BDAF) which includes: big data infrastructure, big data
analytics, data structures and models, big data lifecycle management, and big data
security. According to the observations of Demchenko et al. [92], cluster services,
Hadoop related services, data analytics tools, databases, servers, and massively
parallel processing databases are typically the required applications and services in
big data analytics infrastructure.
Result-oriented Fisher et al. [5] presented a big data pipeline to show the
workflow of big data analytics to extract the valuable knowledge from big data,
which consists of the acquired data, choosing architecture, shaping data into
architecture, coding/debugging, and reflecting works. From the perspectives of
statistical computation and data mining, Ye et al. [93] presented an architecture of
the services platform which integrates R to provide better data analysis services,
called cloud-based big data mining and analyzing services platform (CBDMASP).
The design of this platform is composed of four layers: the infrastructure services
layer, the virtualization layer, the dataset processing layer, and the services layer.
Several large-scale clustering problems (the datasets are of size from 0.1 G up to
25.6 G) were also used to evaluate the performance of the CBDMASP. The simulation results show that using map-reduce is much faster than using a single
machine when the input data become too large. Although the size of the test dataset
cannot be regarded as a big dataset, the performance of the big data analytics using
mapreduce can be sped up via this kind of testings. In this study, map-reduce is a
better solution when the dataset is of size more than 0.2 G, and a single machine is
unable to handle a dataset that is of size more than 1.6 G.
Another study [94] presented a theorem to explain the big data characteristics,
called HACE: the characteristics of big data usually are large-volume,
Heterogeneous, Autonomous sources with distributed and decentralized control,
and we usually try to ﬁnd out some useful and interesting things from complex and
evolving relationships of data. Based on these concerns and data mining issues, Wu
and his colleagues [94] also presented a big data processing framework which
includes data accessing and computing tier, data privacy and domain knowledge
tier, and big data mining algorithm tier. This work explains that the data mining
algorithm will become much more important and much more difﬁcult; thus, challenges will also occur on the design and implementation of big data analytics
platform. In addition to the platform performance and data mining issues, the
privacy issue for big data analytics was a promising research in recent years. In
[95], Laurila et al. explained that the privacy is an essential problem when we try to
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ﬁnd something from the data that are gathered from mobile devices; thus, data
security and data anonymization should also be considered in analyzing this kind of
data. Demirkan and Delen [96] presented a service-oriented decision support system (SODSS) for big data analytics which includes information source, data
management, information management, and operations management.

Comparison Between the Frameworks/Platforms
of Big Data
In [97], Talia pointed out that cloud-based data analytics services can be divided
into data analytics software as a service, data analytics platform as a service, and
data analytics infrastructure as a service. A later study [98] presented a general
architecture of big data analytics which contains multi-source big data collecting,
distributed big data storing, and intra/inter big data processing. Since many kinds of
data analytics frameworks and platforms have been presented, some of the studies
attempted to compare them to give a guidance to choose the applicable frameworks
or platforms for relevant works. To give a brief introduction to big data analytics,
especially the platforms and frameworks, in [99], Cuzzocrea et al. ﬁrst discuss how
recent studies responded the “computational emergency” issue of big data analytics.
Some open issues, such as data source heterogeneity and uncorrelated data ﬁltering,
and possible research directions are also given in the same study. In [100], Zhang
and Huang used the 5Ws model to explain what kind of framework and method we
need for different big data approaches. Zhang and Huang further explained that the
5Ws model represents what kind of data, why we have these data, where the data
come from, when the data occur, who receive the data, and how the data are
transferred. A later study [101] used the features (i.e., owner, workload, source
code, low latency, and complexity) to compare the frameworks of Hadoop [82],
Storm [84] and Drill [102]. Thus, it can be easily seen that the framework of
Apache Hadoop has high latency compared with the other two frameworks. To
better understand the strong and weak points of solutions of big data, Chalmers
et al. [81] then employed the volume, variety, variability, velocity, user
skill/experience, and infrastructure to evaluate eight solutions of big data analytics.
In [103], in addition to deﬁning that a big data system should include data
generation, data acquisition, data storage, and data analytics modules, Hu et al. also
mentioned that a big data system can be decomposed into infrastructure, computing,
and application layers. Moreover, a promising research for NoSQL storage systems
was also discussed in this study which can be divided into key-value, column,
document, and row databases. Since big data analysis is generally regarded as a high
computation cost work, the high performance computing cluster system (HPCC) is
also a possible solution in early stage of big data analytics. Sagiroglu and Sinanc
[104] therefore compare the characteristics between HPCC and Hadoop. They then
emphasized that HPCC system uses the multikey and multivariate indexes on
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distributed ﬁle system while Hadoop uses the column-oriented database. In [17],
Chen et al. give a brief introduction to the big data analytics of business intelligence
(BI) from the perspective of evolution, applications, and emerging research topics. In
their survey, Chen et al. explained that the revolution of business intelligence and
analytics (BI&I) was from BI&I 1.0, BI&I 2.0, to BI&I 3.0 which are DBMS-based
and structured content, web-based and unstructured content, and mobile and sensor
based content, respectively.

Big Data Analysis Algorithms
Mining Algorithms for Speciﬁc Problem
Because the big data issues have appeared for nearly 10 years, in [105], Fan and
Bifet pointed out that the terms “big data” [106] and “big data mining” [107] were
ﬁrst presented in 1998, respectively. The big data and big data mining almost
appearing at the same time explained that ﬁnding something from big data will be
one of the major tasks in this research domain. Data mining algorithms for data
analysis also play the vital role in the big data analysis, in terms of the computation
cost, memory requirement, and accuracy of the end results. In this section, we will
give a brief discussion from the perspective of analysis and search algorithms to
explain its importance for big data analytics.
Clustering algorithms In the big data age, traditional clustering algorithms will
become even more limited than before because they typically require that all the
data be in the same format and be loaded into the same machine so as to ﬁnd some
useful things from the whole data. Although the problem [63] of analyzing
large-scale and high-dimensional dataset has attracted many researchers from various disciplines in the last century, and several solutions [2, 108] have been presented presented in recent years, the characteristics of big data still brought up
several new challenges for the data clustering issues. Among them, how to reduce
the data complexity is one of the important issues for big data clustering. In [109],
Shirkhorshidi et al. divided the big data clustering into two categories:
single-machine clustering (i.e., sampling and dimension reduction solutions), and
multiple-machine clustering (parallel and MapReduce solutions). This means that
traditional reduction solutions can also be used in the big data age because the
complexity and memory space needed for the process of data analysis will be
decreased by using sampling and dimension reduction methods. More precisely,
sampling can be regarded as reducing the “amount of data” entered into a data
analyzing process while dimension reduction can be regarded as “downsizing the
whole dataset” because irrelevant dimensions will be discarded before the data
analyzing process is carried out.
CloudVista [110] is a representative solution for clustering big data which used
cloud computing to perform the clustering process in parallel. BIRCH [44] and
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sampling method were used in CloudVista to show that it is able to handle
large-scale data, e.g., 25 million census records. Using GPU to enhance the performance of a clustering algorithm is another promising solution for big data
mining. The multiple species flocking (MSF) [111] was applied to the CUDA
platform from NVIDIA to reduce the computation time of clustering algorithm in
[112]. The simulation results show that the speedup factor can be increased from 30
up to 60 by using GPU for data clustering. Since most traditional clustering
algorithms (e.g., k-means) require a computation that is centralized, how to make
them capable of handling big data clustering problems is the major concern of
Feldman et al. [113] who use a tree construction for generating the coresets in
parallel which is called the “merge-and-reduce” approach. Moreover, Feldman et al.
pointed out that by using this solution for clustering, the update time per datum and
memory of the traditional clustering algorithms can be signiﬁcantly reduced.
Classiﬁcation algorithms Similar to the clustering algorithm for big data mining,
several studies also attempted to modify the traditional classiﬁcation algorithms to
make them work on a parallel computing environment or to develop new classiﬁcation algorithms which work naturally on a parallel computing environment. In
[114], the design of classiﬁcation algorithm took into account the input data that are
gathered by distributed data sources and they will be processed by a heterogeneous
set of learners.5 In this study, Tekin et al. presented a novel classiﬁcation algorithm
called “classify or send for classiﬁcation” (CoS). They assumed that each learner
can be used to process the input data in two different ways in a distributed data
classiﬁcation system. One is to perform a classiﬁcation function by itself while the
other is to forward the input data to another learner to have them labeled. The
information will be exchanged between different learners. In brief, this kind of
solutions can be regarded as a cooperative learning to improve the accuracy in
solving the big data classiﬁcation problem. An interesting solution uses the quantum computing to reduce the memory space and computing cost of a classiﬁcation
algorithm. For example, in [115], Rebentrost et al. presented a quantumbased
support vector machine for big data classiﬁcation and argued that the classiﬁcation
algorithm they proposed can be implemented with a time complexity O(log NM)
where N is the number of dimensions and M is the number of training data. There
are bright prospects for big data mining by using quantum-based search algorithm
when the hardware of quantum computing has become mature.
Frequent pattern mining algorithms Most of the researches on frequent pattern
mining (i.e., association rules and sequential pattern mining) were focused on
handling large-scale dataset at the very beginning because some early approaches of
them were attempted to analyze the data from the transaction data of large shopping
mall. Because the number of transactions usually is more than “tens of thousands”,
the issues about how to handle the large scale data were studied for several years,
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The learner typically represented the classiﬁcation function which will create the classiﬁer to help
us classify the unknown input data.
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such as FP-tree [32] using the tree structure to include the frequent patterns to
further reduce the computation time of association rule mining. In addition to the
traditional frequent pattern mining algorithms, of course, parallel computing and
cloud computing technologies have also attracted researchers in this research
domain. Among them, the map-reduce solution was used for the studies [116–118]
to enhance the performance of the frequent pattern mining algorithm. By using the
map-reduce model for frequent pattern mining algorithm, it can be easily expected
that its application to “cloud platform” [119, 120] will deﬁnitely become a popular
trend in the forthcoming future. The study of [118] no only used the map-reduce
model, it also allowed users to express their speciﬁc interest constraints in the
process of frequent pattern mining. The performance of these methods by using
map-reduce model for big data analysis is, no doubt, better than the traditional
frequent pattern mining algorithms running on a single machine.

Machine Learning for Big Data Mining
The potential of machine learning for data analytics can be easily found in the early
literature [22, 49]. Different from the data mining algorithm design for speciﬁc
problems, machine learning algorithms can be used for different mining and
analysis problems because they are typically employed as the “search” algorithm of
the required solution. Since most machine learning algorithms can be used to ﬁnd
an approximate solution for the optimization problem, they can be employed for
most data analysis problems if the data analysis problems can be formulated as an
optimization problem. For example, genetic algorithm, one of the machine learning
algorithms, can not only be used to solve the clustering problem [25], it can also be
used to solve the frequent pattern mining problem [33]. The potential of machine
learning is not merely for solving different mining problems in data analysis
operator of KDD; it also has the potential of enhancing the performance of the other
parts of KDD, such as feature reduction for the input operators [71].
A recent study [67] shows that some traditional mining algorithms, statistical
methods, preprocessing solutions, and even the GUI’s have been applied to several
representative tools and platforms for big data analytics. The results show clearly
that machine learning algorithms will be one of the essential parts of big data
analytics. One of the problems in using current machine learning methods for big
data analytics is similar to those of most traditional data mining algorithms which
are designed for sequential or centralized computing. However, one of the most
possible solutions is to make them work for parallel computing. Fortunately, some
of the machine learning algorithms (e.g., population-based algorithms) can essentially be used for parallel computing, which have been demonstrated for several
years, such as parallel computing version of genetic algorithm [121]. Different from
the traditional GA, as shown in Fig. 2.9a, the population of island model genetic
algorithm, one of the parallel GA’s, can be divided into several subpopulations, as
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Fig. 2.9 The comparisons between basic idea of traditional GA (TGA) and parallel genetic
algorithm (PGA)

shown in Fig. 2.9b. This means that the sub-populations can be assigned to different
threads or computer nodes for parallel computing, by a simple modiﬁcation of the
GA.
For this reason, in [122], Kiran and Babu explained that the framework for
distributed data mining algorithm still needs to aggregate the information from
different computer nodes. As shown in Fig. 2.10, the common design of distributed
data mining algorithm is as follows: each mining algorithm will be performed on a
computer node (worker) which has its locally coherent data, but not the whole data.
To construct a globally meaningful knowledge after each mining algorithm ﬁnds its
local model, the local model from each computer node has to be aggregated and
integrated into a ﬁnal model to represent the complete knowledge. Kiran and Babu
[122] also pointed out that the communication will be the bottleneck when using
this kind of distributed computing framework.
Bu et al. [123] found some research issues when trying to apply machine
learning algorithms to parallel computing platforms. For instance, the early version
of map-reduce framework does not support “iteration” (i.e., recursion). But the
good news is that some recent works [86, 124] have paid close attention to this
problem and tried to ﬁx it. Similar to the solutions for enhancing the performance of
the traditional data mining algorithms, one of the possible solutions to enhancing
the performance of a machine learning algorithm is to use CUDA, i.e., a GPU, to
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Fig. 2.10 A simple example of distributed data mining framework [85]

reduce the computing time of data analysis. Hasan et al. [125] used CUDA to
implement the self-organizing map (SOM) and multiple back-propagation
(MBP) for the classiﬁcation problem. The simulation results show that using
GPU is faster than using CPU. More precisely, SOM running on a GPU is three
times faster than SOM running on a CPU, and MPB running on a GPU is
twenty-seven times faster than MPB running on a. Another study [126] attempted to
apply the ant-based algorithm to grid computing platform. Since the proposed
mining algorithm is extended by the ant clustering algorithm of Deneubourg et al.
[127],6 Ku-Mahamud modiﬁed the ant behavior of this ant clustering algorithm for
big data clustering. That is, each ant will be randomly placed on the grid. This
means that the ant clustering algorithm then can be used on a parallel computing
environment.
The trends of machine learning studies for big data analytics can be divided into
twofold: one attempts to make machine learning algorithms run on parallel platforms, such as Radoop [128], Mahout [86], and PIMRU [123]; the other is to
redesign the machine learning algorithms to make them suitable for parallel computing or to parallel computing environment, such as neural network algorithms for
GPU [125] and ant-based algorithm for grid [126]. In summary, both of them make
it possible to apply the machine learning algorithms to big data analytics although
still many research issues need to be solved, such as the communication cost for
different computer nodes [85] and the large computation cost most machine
learning algorithms require [125].

6

The basic idea of [128] is that each ant will pick up and drop data items in terms of the similarity
of its local neighbors.
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Output the Result of Big Data Analysis
The benchmarks of PigMix [129], GridMix [130], TeraSort and GraySort [131],
TPC-C, TPC-H, TPC-DS [132], and yahoo cloud serving benchmark (YCSB) [133]
have been presented for evaluating the performance of the cloud computing and big
data analytics systems. Ghazal et al. [134] presented another benchmark (called
BigBench) to be used as an end-to-end big data benchmark which covers the
characteristics of 3V of big data and uses the loading time, time for queries, time for
procedural processing queries, and time for the remaining queries as the metrics. By
using these benchmarks, the computation time is one of the intuitive metrics for
evaluating the performance of different big data analytics platforms or algorithms.
That is why Cheptsov [135] compered the high performance computing (HPC) and
cloud system by using the measurement of computation time to understand their
scalability for text ﬁle analysis. In addition to the computation time, the throughput
(e.g., the number of operations per second) and read/write latency of operations are
the other measurements of big data analytics [136]. In the study of [137], Zhao et al.
believe that the maximum size of data and the maximum number of jobs are the two
important metrics to understand the performance of the big data analytics platform.
Another study described in [138] presented a systematic evaluation method which
contains the data throughput, concurrency during map and reduce phases, response
times, and the execution time of map and reduce. Moreover, most benchmarks for
evaluating the performance of big data analytics typically can only provide the
response time or the computation cost; however, the fact is that several factors need
to be taken into account at the same time when building a big data analytics system.
The hardware, bandwidth for data transmission, fault tolerance, cost, power consumption of these systems are all issues [69, 103] to be taken into account at the
same time when building a big data analytics system. Several solutions available
today are to install the big data analytics on a cloud computing system or a cluster
system. Therefore, the measurements of fault tolerance, task execution, and cost of
cloud computing systems can then be used to evaluate the performance of the
corresponding factors of big data analytics.
How to present the analysis results to a user is another important work in the
output part of big data analytics because if the user cannot easily understand the
meaning of the results, the results will be entirely useless. Business intelligent and
network monitoring are the two common approaches because their user interface
plays the vital role of making them workable. Zhang et al. [139] pointed out that the
tasks of the visual analytics for commercial systems can be divided into four
categories which are exploration, dashboards, reporting, and alerting. The study
[140] showed that the interface for electroencephalography (EEG) interpretation is
another noticeable research issue in big data analytics. The user interface for cloud
system [141, 142] is the recent trend for big data analytics. This usually plays vital
roles in big data analytics system, one of which is to simplify the explanation of the
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needed knowledge to the users while the other is to make it easier for the users to
handle the data analytics system to work with their opinions. According to our
observations, a flexible user interface is needed because although the big data
analytics can help us to ﬁnd some hidden information, the information found
usually is not knowledge. This situation is just like the example we mentioned in
“Output the result”. The mining or statistical techniques can be employed to know
the flu situation of each region, but data scientists sometimes need additional ways
to display the information to ﬁnd out the knowledge they need or to prove their
assumption. Thus, the user interface can be adjusted by the user to display the
knowledge that is needed urgently for big data analytics.

Summary of Process of Big Data Analytics
This discussion of big data analytics in this section was divided into input, analysis,
and output for mapping the data analysis process of KDD. For the input (see also in
“Big data input”) and output (see also “Output the result of big data analysis”) of
big data, several methods and solutions proposed before the big data age (see also
“Data input”) can also be employed for big data analytics in most cases.
However, there still exist some new issues of the input and output that the data
scientists need to confront. A representative example we mentioned in “Big data
input” is that the bottleneck will not only on the sensor or input devices, it may also
appear in other places of data analytics [70]. Although we can employ traditional
compression and sampling technologies to deal with this problem, they can only
mitigate the problems instead of solving the problems completely. Similar situations also exist in the output part. Although several measurements can be used to
evaluate the performance of the frameworks, platforms, and even data mining
algorithms, there still exist several new issues in the big data age, such as information fusion from different information sources or information accumulation from
different times.
Several studies attempted to present an efﬁcient or effective solution from the
perspective of system (e.g., framework and platform) or algorithm level. A simple
comparison of these big data analysis technologies from different perspectives is
described in Table 2.3, to give a brief introduction to the current studies and trends
of data analysis technologies for the big data. The “Perspective” column of this
table explains that the study is focused on the framework or algorithm level; the
“Description” column gives the further goal of the study; and the “Name” column is
an abbreviated names of the methods or platform/framework. From the analysis
framework perspective, this table shows that big data framework, platform, and
machine learning are the current research trends in big data analytics system. For
the mining algorithm perspective, the clustering, classiﬁcation, and frequent pattern
mining issues play the vital role of these researches because several data analysis
problems can be mapped to these essential issues.
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Table 2.3 The big data analysis frameworks and methods
P

Name

References

Year

Description

T

Analysis
framework

DOT

[87]

2011

Framework

GLADE

[88]

2011

Starﬁsh
ODT-MDC
MRAM
CBDMASP

[91]
[95]
[90]
[93]

2012
2012
2013
2013

SODSS
BDAF
HACE
Hadoop
CUDA
Storm
Pregel
MLPACK

[96]
[92]
[94]
[82]
[83]
[84]
[124]
[85]

2013
2014
2014
2011
2007
2014
2010
2013

Mahout
MLAS
PIMRU
Radoop

[86]
[123]
[123]
[128]

2011
2012
2012
2011

DBDC
PKM

[143]
[144]

2004
2009

CloudVista
MSFUDA
BDCAC

[110]
[112]
[126]

2012
2013
2013

Corest

[113]

2013

SOM-MBP

[125]

2013

CoS

[114]

2013

SVMGA

[71]

2014

Quantum
SVM

[115]

2014

Add more computation
resources via scale out solution
Multi-level tree-based system
architecture
Self-turning analytics system
Privacy issues
Mobile agent technologies
Statistical computation and data
mining approaches
Decision support system issues
Data centric architecture
Data mining approaches
Parallel computing platform
Parallel computing platform
Parallel computing platform
Large-scale graph data analysis
Scalable machine learning
library
Machine-learning algorithms
Machine-learning algorithms
Machine Learning algorithms
Data analytics, machine
learning algorithms, and R
statistical tool
Parallel clustering
Map-reduce-based k means
clustering
Cloud computing for clustering
GPU for clustering
Ant on grid computing
environment for clustering
Use a tree construction for
generating the coresets in
parallel for clustering
Neural network with CGP for
clas siﬁcation
Parallel computing for
classiﬁcation
Using GA for reduce the
number of dimensions
Quantum computing for
classiﬁcation

Mining
algorithm

Platform

ML

CLU

CLA

(continued)
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Table 2.3 (continued)
P

Name

References

DPSP

[120]

DHTRIE

[119]

Year

Description

T

Applied frequent pattern
algorithm to cloud platform

FP

2011

Applied frequent pattern
algorithm to cloud platform
SPC, FPC, [116]
2012 Map-reduce model for frequent
and DPC
pat-tern mining
MFPSAM
[118]
2014 Concerned the speciﬁc interest
con- straints and applied
map-reduce model
P perspective, T taxonomy, ML machine learning CLU clustering, CLA classiﬁcation, FP frequent
pattern

A promising trend that can be easily found from these successful examples is to
use machine learning as the search algorithm (i.e., mining algorithm) for the data
mining problems of big data analytics system. The machine learning-based methods
are able to make the mining algorithms and relevant platforms smarter or reduce the
redundant computation costs. That parallel computing and cloud computing technologies have a strong impact on the big data analytics can also be recognized as
follows: (1) most of the big data analytics frameworks and platforms are using
Hadoop and Hadoop relevant technologies to design their solutions; and (2) most of
the mining algorithms for big data analysis have been designed for parallel computing via software or hardware or designed for Map-Reduce-based platform.
From the results of recent studies of big data analytics, it is still at the early stage
of Nolan’s stages of growth model [145] which is similar to the situations for the
research topics of cloud computing, internet of things, and smart grid. This is
because several studies just attempted to apply the traditional solutions to the new
problems/platforms/environments. For example, several studies [113, 144] used
k-means as an example to analyze the big data, but not many studies applied the
state-of-the-art data mining algorithms and machine learning algorithms to the
analysis the big data. This explains that the performance of the big data analytics
can be improved by data mining algorithms and metaheuristic algorithms presented
in recent years [146]. The relevant technologies for compression, sampling, or even
the platform presented in recent years may also be used to enhance the performance
of the big data analytics system. As a result, although these research topics still have
several open issues that need to be solved, these situations, on the contrary, also
illustrate that everything is possible in these studies.
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The Open Issues
Although the data analytics today may be inefﬁcient for big data caused by the
environment, devices, systems, and even problems that are quite different from
traditional mining problems, because several characteristics of big data also exist in
the traditional data analytics. Several open issues caused by the big data will be
addressed as the platform/framework and data mining perspectives in this section to
explain what dilemmas we may confront because of big data. Here are some of the
open issues:

Platform and Framework Perspective
Input and Output Ratio of Platform
A large number of reports and researches mentioned that we will enter the big data
age in the near future. Some of them insinuated to us that these fruitful results of big
data will lead us to a whole new world where “everything” is possible; therefore,
the big data analytics will be an omniscient and omnipotent system. From the
pragmatic perspective, the big data analytics is indeed useful and has many possibilities which can help us more accurately understand the so-called “things.”
However, the situation in most studies of big data analytics is that they argued that
the results of big data are valuable, but the business models of most big data
analytics are not clear. The fact is that assuming we have inﬁnite computing
resources for big data analytics is a thoroughly impracticable plan, the input and
output ratio (e.g., return on investment) will need to be taken into account before an
organization constructs the big data analytics center.

Communication Between Systems
Since most big data analytics systems will be designed for parallel computing, and
they typically will work on other systems (e.g., cloud platform) or work with other
systems (e.g., search engine or knowledge base), the communication between the
big data analytics and other systems will strongly impact the performance of the
whole process of KDD. The ﬁrst research issue for the communication is that the
communication cost will incur between systems of data analytics. How to reduce
the communication cost will be the very ﬁrst thing that the data scientists need to
care. Another research issue for the communication is how the big data analytics
communicates with other systems. The consistency of data between different systems, modules, and operators is also an important open issue on the communication
between systems. Because the communication will appear more frequently between
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systems of big data analytics, how to reduce the cost of communication and how to
make the communication between these systems as reliable as possible will be the
two important open issues for big data analytics.

Bottlenecks on Data Analytics System
The bottlenecks will be appeared in different places of the data analytics for big data
because the environments, systems, and input data have changed which are different
from the traditional data analytics. The data deluge of big data will ﬁll up the
“input” system of data analytics, and it will also increase the computation load of
the data “analysis” system. This situation is just like the torrent of water (i.e., data
deluge) rushed down the mountain (i.e., data analytics), how to split it and how to
avoid it flowing into a narrow place (e.g., the operator is not able to handle the input
data) will be the most important things to avoid the bottlenecks in data analytics
system. One of the current solutions to the avoidance of bottlenecks on a data
analytics system is to add more computation resources while the other is to split the
analysis works to different computation nodes. A complete consideration for the
whole data analytics to avoid the bottlenecks of that kind of analytics system is still
needed for big data.

Security Issues
Since much more environment data and human behavior will be gathered to the big
data analytics, how to protect them will also be an open issue because without a
security way to handle the collected data, the big data analytics cannot be a reliable
system. In spite of the security that we have to tighten for big data analytics before
it can gather more data from everywhere, the fact is that until now, there are still not
many studies focusing on the security issues of the big data analytics. According to
our observation, the security issues of big data analytics can be divided into
fourfold: input, data analysis, output, and communication with other systems. For
the input, it can be regarded as the data gathering which is relevant to the sensor, the
handheld devices, and even the devices of internet of things. One of the important
security issues on the input part of big data analytics is to make sure that the sensors
will not be compromised by the attacks. For the analysis and input, it can be
regarded as the security problem of such a system. For communication with other
system, the security problem is on the communications between big data analytics
and other external systems. Because of these latent problems, security has become
one of the open issues of big data analytics.
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Data Mining Perspective
Data Mining Algorithm for Map-Reduce Solution
As we mentioned in the previous sections, most of the traditional data mining
algorithms are not designed for parallel computing; therefore, they are not particularly useful for the big data mining. Several recent studies have attempted to
modify the traditional data mining algorithms to make them applicable to
Hadoop-based platforms. As long as porting the data mining algorithms to Hadoop
is inevitable, making the data mining algorithms work on a map-reduce architecture
is the ﬁrst very thing to do to apply traditional data mining methods to big data
analytics. Unfortunately, not many studies attempted to make the data mining and
soft computing algorithms work on Hadoop because several different backgrounds
are needed to develop and design such algorithms. For instance, the researcher and
his or her research group need to have the background in data mining and Hadoop
so as to develop and design such algorithms. Another open issue is that most data
mining algorithms are designed for centralized computing; that is, they can only
work on all the data at the same time. Thus, how to make them work on a parallel
computing system is also a difﬁcult work. The good news is that some studies [144]
have successfully applied the traditional data mining algorithms to the map-reduce
architecture. These results imply that it is possible to do so. According to our
observation, although the traditional mining or soft computing algorithms can be
used to help us analyze the data in big data analytics, unfortunately, until now, not
many studies are focused on it. As a consequence, it is an important open issue in
big data analytics.

Noise, Outliers, Incomplete and Inconsistent Data
Although big data analytics is a new age for data analysis, because several solutions
adopt classical ways to analyze the data on big data analytics, the open issues of
traditional data mining algorithms also exist in these new systems. The open issues
of noise, outliers, incomplete, and inconsistent data in traditional data mining
algorithms will also appear in big data mining algorithms. More incomplete and
inconsistent data will easily appear because the data are captured by or generated
from different sensors and systems. The impact of noise, outliers, incomplete and
inconsistent data will be enlarged for big data analytics. Therefore, how to mitigate
the impact will be the open issues for big data analytics.
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Bottlenecks on Data Mining Algorithm
Most of the data mining algorithms in big data analytics will be designed for
parallel computing. However, once data mining algorithms are designed or modiﬁed for parallel computing, it is the information exchange between different data
mining procedures that may incur bottlenecks. One of them is the synchronization
issue because different mining procedures will ﬁnish their jobs at different times
even though they use the same mining algorithm to work on the same amount of
data. Thus, some of the mining procedures will have to wait until the others ﬁnished
their jobs. This situation may occur because the loading of different computer nodes
may be different during the data mining process, or it may occur because the
convergence speeds are different for the same data mining algorithm. The bottlenecks of data mining algorithms will become an open issue for the big data analytics which explains that we need to take into account this issue when we develop
and design a new data mining algorithm for big data analytics.

Privacy Issues
The privacy concern typically will make most people uncomfortable, especially if
systems cannot guarantee that their personal information will not be accessed by the
other people and organizations. Different from the concern of the security, the
privacy issue is about if it is possible for the system to restore or infer personal
information from the results of big data analytics, even though the input data are
anonymous. The privacy issue has become a very important issue because the data
mining and other analysis technologies will be widely used in big data analytics, the
private information may be exposed to the other people after the analysis process.
For example, although all the gathered data for shop behavior are anonymous (e.g.,
buying a pistol), because the data can be easily collected by different devices and
systems (e.g., location of the shop and age of the buyer), a data mining algorithm
can easily infer who bought this pistol. More precisely, the data analytics is able to
reduce the scope of the database because location of the shop and age of the buyer
provide the information to help the system ﬁnd out possible persons. For this
reason, any sensitive information needs to be carefully protected and used. The
anonymous, temporary identiﬁcation, and encryption are the representative technologies for privacy of data analytics, but the critical factor is how to use, what to
use, and why to use the collected data on big data analytics.
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Conclusions
In this paper, we reviewed studies on the data analytics from the traditional data
analysis to the recent big data analysis. From the system perspective, the KDD
process is used as the framework for these studies and is summarized into three
parts: input, analysis, and output. From the perspective of big data analytics
framework and platform, the discussions are focused on the performance-oriented
and results-oriented issues. From the perspective of data mining problem, this paper
gives a brief introduction to the data and big data mining algorithms which consist
of clustering, classiﬁcation, and frequent patterns mining technologies. To better
understand the changes brought about by the big data, this paper is focused on the
data analysis of KDD from the platform/framework to data mining. The open issues
on computation, quality of end result, security, and privacy are then discussed to
explain which open issues we may face. Last but not least, to help the audience of
the paper ﬁnd solutions to welcome the new age of big data, the possible high
impact research trends are given below:
• For the computation time, there is no doubt at all that parallel computing is one
of the important future trends to make the data analytics work for big data, and
consequently the technologies of cloud computing, Hadoop, and map-reduce
will play the important roles for the big data analytics. To handle the computation resources of the cloudbased platform and to ﬁnish the task of data analysis
as fast as possible, the scheduling method is another future trend.
• Using efﬁcient methods to reduce the computation time of input, comparison,
sampling, and a variety of reduction methods will play an important role in big
data analytics. Because these methods typically do not consider parallel computing environment, how to make them work on parallel computing environment will be a future research trend. Similar to the input, the data mining
algorithms also face the same situation that we mentioned in the previous
section, how to make them work on parallel computing environment will be a
very important research trend because there are abundant research results on
traditional data mining algorithms.
• How to model the mining problem to ﬁnd something from big data and how to
display the knowledge we got from big data analytics will also be another two
vital future trends because the results of these two researches will decide if the
data analytics can practically work for real world approaches, not just a theoretical stuff.
• The methods of extracting information from external and relative knowledge
resources to further reinforce the big data analytics, until now, are not very
popular in big data analytics. But combining information from different
resources to add the value of output knowledge is a common solution in the area
of information retrieval, such as clustering search engine or document summarization. For this reason, information fusion will also be a future trend for
improving the end results of big data analytics.
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• Because the metaheuristic algorithms are capable of ﬁnding an approximate
solution within a reasonable time, they have been widely used in solving the
data mining problem in recent years. Until now, many state-of-the-art metaheuristic algorithms still have not been applied to big data analytics. In addition,
compared to some early data mining algorithms, the performance of metaheuristic is no doubt superior in terms of the computation time and the quality of
end result. From these observations, the application of metaheuristic algorithms
to big data analytics will also be an important research topic.
• Because social network is part of the daily life of most people and because its
data is also a kind of big data, how to analyze the data of a social network has
become a promising research issue. Obviously, it can be used to predict the
behavior of a user. After that, we can make applicable strategies for the user. For
instance, a business intelligence system can use the analysis results to encourage
particular customers to buy the goods they are interested.
• The security and privacy issues that accompany the work of data analysis are
intuitive research topics which contain how to safely store the data, how to make
sure the data communication is protected, and how to prevent someone from
ﬁnding out the information about us. Many problems of data security and privacy are essentially the same as those of the traditional data analysis even if we
are entering the big data age. Thus, how to protect the data will also appear in
the research of big data analytics.
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